


HEALTH IMPACTCHOICE

MISSION STATEMENT
Provide healthy hydration with beverages that 

are good for you and your planet. 

LAVIT’S VISION
Revolutionize the RTD Home & Office markets 

with unsurpassed efficiency, selection and sustainability.



Lavit Machine
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The Lavit machine is a great sustainable solution for offices that are 
spending too much money on plastic bottles and soda cans. 

Lavit is an on the counter machine that only needs an electrical outlet 
and access to a water line to get started. It is truly a Plug & Play machine.

Once installed, Lavit dispenses filtered still and sparkling water at the 
touch of a button.

You can make our healthy 
Eco-Capsules for flavorful bliss! 



Eco-Capsules
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The best part of Lavit’s platform are our Eco-Capsules. 

100% Aluminum 
100% Recyclable 

There is no special send back program - just remove the Eco-capsule 
and toss in your designated recycling bin. 



Choice
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Lavit is a VERY customizable platform. 

Lavit boasts a variety of 20 different flavors including: iced teas, iced 
coffees, sports & energy drinks, lightly sweetened and unsweetened: 
Lavit has it all

All Eco-capsules are extremely, supremely and completely WATER based.

Once the eco-capsule is in our basket, users can choose to have 
ANY flavor, still or sparkling. 

Fun Fact: 
Lavit is the only place you can have 
a Sparkling Arizona Arnold Palmer. 



Choice
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Choice
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Health
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The Lavit machine is a healthy alternative to sugary drinks including    
sodas, juices, energy drinks and vitamin-enhanced drinks. 

Aside from our Coconut water which has 45 calories per serving, all of 
Lavit’s beverages are 0-10 calories per serving with little to no sugar. 

All our beverages are WATER based. 

Each 12 ounce pour is 12 ounces of WATER. 

Every Lavit machine comes installed with their own filter, which 
means it’s the purest, most filtered and healthy WATER you can find 
on the market. 



US consumers are drinking more 
water now than they were 

30 years ago. 

However, average Americans 
only drink 1.8 cups a day, 
significantly less than the 

recommended 8.5 cups a day.

95% OF EMPLOYERS see a 

correlation between health 

and employee 

performance and that they 

have a role to play in 

positively influencing good 

employee health.

Coffee consumption without providing 
balanced hydration alternatives increases 

workplace dehydration

An estimated 75% of people suffer 
from chronic mild dehydration, 
leading to key ongoing health, 
mood, energy and workplace 

performance issues.

Mild dehydration can cause one to be as 
prone to errors while driving as drinking 

low levels of alcohol.

In fact you’re 114% more likely to make 
an error if you’re dehydrated.

Hydration



Easy to Use
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The Lavit machine is easy to use given the amount of choice you have. 

If you want just water, press a button. 

If you want a flavored beverage, put the EcoCap in the machine, choose 
still or sparkling and the machine does the rest of the work. 



Quality 
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Lavit’s Crack and Peel technology is patented and ensures that there 
won’t be any Cross Contamination. 

If you want sparkling water after the person before you has made an iced 
tea, your water will taste of water and only water. Brands love knowing 
that their products will always taste like their products on Lavit’s platform. 

Other machines make drinks from liquid concentrate tubes or 
“bag-in-box.”

In order to recycle those plastic wastelands you need to sever the cap, 
clean out the bag in its entirety and then bring to a recycling facility. 

Lavit is different - each drink is brewed from our Eco-caps that are 
completely sealed. The only way they open is when our machine crack 
and peels the lid. Water then shoots into the capsule and mixes your   
drink in mid air tilting upward and pouring into your glass. 



Safety
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While most similar machines use UV light to combat viruses and germs, 
Lavit uses a unique Ozonation process. 

You know that clean, fresh, smell in the air after a thunderstorm? 
Feels calming and clean, well that’s Ozone. 

Ozone is produced by electrically charging the air (like a lightning bolt 
during a thunder shower) and the oxygen O2 molecules in the air become 
separated and reform temporarily as O3 or activated oxygen. 

Our custom made Ozonator safely “zaps” all known bacteria from the 
machine every morning at 3am before your employees get there. 

Since the water is separately coming from the water line and being 
filtered there will never be a collection of bacteria. Our Ozonator simply 
ensures that no bacteria grows within the unit. 

Our Ozonator is better than reverse Osmosis, UV and water softening. It    
is proven to be the MOST effective solution for killing viruses and germs. 



Sustainability
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Lavit’s Eco-capsules result in 81% lower carbon emissions compared to 
cans as they are 99% lighter and require 85% less packaging. 

Our Lavit machine uses minimal counter space and designed to plug 
directly into your waterline. This reduces the trucking of heavy, 5 gallon 
water jugs. 

Our Eco-Capsule sleeves are SBS paper board. They are fully recyclable 
and are FSC certified with ensures that products come from responsibly 
managed forests that provide environmental, social and economic 
benefits. 

Lavit Bamboo cups are 100% biodegradable 
bamboo, made for hot & cold beverages 
The inside is PLA coated, leading to faster 
biodegradability.



Lavit Machine 

Specs
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CO2 Tanks
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Lavít CO2

Weight 680g

Capacity 24 oz.

Number of 12 oz. Drinks 250

UN Number 1013

DOT Approved

9.75 “

680g

24oz

400

1013

Weight 

Capacity 

Number of 12 oz. 
Drinks

Unit # 



Best locations for 

Lavit
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Lavit is best for the following locations:  

Business Offices 
Gyms 
Apartment Complexes 
Golf Courses 
Car Dealerships
Hospitals 
Doctors Offices  
Hotels 
Universities 


